The central foveal crystalline deposits in this case are indeed interesting; however, we believe it differs from the described features of WACM. Firstly, the appearance and distribution of the crystals are different from that seen with published cases of WACM. Our previously published series, as well as of other authors have shown WACM to consist of intra-retinal crystals (Figure 1 ), [3] [4] [5] whereas, in this case, the crystals appear very localised to the inner retina at the foveola. Commonly in WACM, there is also concurrent co-pathology that affects the blood-retinal barrier such as diabetes.
The authors have described and excluded other causes of crystalline deposits in this report; therefore, although we believe this case does not exhibit the recognised changes seen in WACM, it could be a different phenotype. However, it is difficult to make further comment from just a single index case. We now have accumulated an unpublished case series of over 50 patients with WACM, who all, without exception, originate from West Africa, and exhibit the described features. It is premature to consider a new label for this condition from just a single albeit interesting case. 
Sir, Reply to 'a case of African crystalline maculopathy'
We thank Drs A Dhital and M Mohamed 1 for their interest in our report 2 and for their stimulating comments. The distribution of the crystals in our case exactly matches that described by Sarraf et al 3 in their original series first describing West African crystalline maculopathy (WACM) in 2003. They describe the crystals as superficial, refractile, yellow or green in appearance, bilateral and asymmetric in distribution, and focally deposited within the fovea.
Two published reports to date have documented the location of the crystals using optical coherence tomography (OCT). The first revealed multiple discrete hyperreflective lesions in the innermost retinal layers in the region of the fovea (Figure 1) . 4 The second report visualized the crystals in the layer of Henle, the foveal portion of the outer plexiform layer of the retina (Figure 2) . 5 Similarly, our report localized the crystals to Henle's layer in the fovea (Figure 3) . 2 Given that the fovea lacks the inner retinal layers, the layer of Henle represents the innermost layer in the fovea, which explains the superficial location of the crystals. 6 In the authors' letter, the crystals appear to be located, at least in part, in Henle's layer. However, their scan appears to be through a perifoveal location where the inner retinal layers are still present, which explains the deeper location of the crystals. 
